KEY
Gold (senior year and beyond) & Blue (day one and beyond)
A Eat at Vita Nova
B Visit the Delaware Diamond Society Walkway in front of Old College
C Step over the UD Seal at Alumni Circle
D Celebrate with your Blue Hen friends on Main Street
E Take a photo near the fountain
F Visit the famous kissing arches
B1-B10: Find the solar system (visit one or all)
B7 Find the solar system: Sun
B8 Find the solar system: Mercury
B9 Find the solar system: Venus
B10 Find the solar system: Earth
C Find the solar system: Mars
D Find the solar system: Jupiter
E Find the solar system: Saturn
F Find the solar system: Uranus
G Find the solar system: Neptune
H Find the solar system: Pluto

B1-B3: Visit the Go Hens sign or a Blue Hen statue (visit one or all)
B1 Visit the Go Hens sign
B2 Visit a Blue Hen statue
B3 Visit a Blue Hen statue
C Visit the Little Bob
D Eat nachos from Klondike Kate’s
E Play on the Harrington Beach or Indy Turf
F Have a picnic on the Green

Gold
- Eat at Vita Nova
- Visit the Delaware Diamond Society Walkway in front of Old College
- Step over the UD Seal at Alumni Circle
- Celebrate with your Blue Hen friends on Main Street
- Take a photo near the fountain
- Visit the famous kissing arches

Blue
- B1-B10: Find the solar system (visit one or all)
- B7 Find the solar system: Sun
- B8 Find the solar system: Mercury
- B9 Find the solar system: Venus
- B10 Find the solar system: Earth
- C Find the solar system: Mars
- D Find the solar system: Jupiter
- E Find the solar system: Saturn
- F Find the solar system: Uranus
- G Find the solar system: Neptune
- H Find the solar system: Pluto

- B1-B3: Visit the Go Hens sign or a Blue Hen statue (visit one or all)
- B1 Visit the Go Hens sign
- B2 Visit a Blue Hen statue
- B3 Visit a Blue Hen statue
- C Visit the Little Bob
- D Eat nachos from Klondike Kate’s
- E Play on the Harrington Beach or Indy Turf
- F Have a picnic on the Green